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Abstract

Product Overview/Description

CLCD Enterprise is one of three products offered by CLCD
(Children’s Literature Comprehensive Database), LLC. CLCD
Enterprise is an online database that provides access to book reviews, thematic lists, award winning content and curriculum tools
of disparate collections for grade pre-K through 12 media of all
types. The database allows for power search, advanced search,
and award search options for browsing and locating content.
CLCD Enterprise is available through a subscription and valuable for those in education, library and information science and
literature fields looking for a tool to expand on collection and curriculum development, and reader advisory suggestions for pre-K
through 12 materials.

CLCD Enterprise is a comprehensive, one search tool that provides all the important information on pre-K through 12 media
irrespective of types from professionals in the field. Subscribers
will be connected to authors, illustrators and publishers of books
and other media that have the potential of making significant
impact in the lives of children. The tool is extremely helpful for
those involved in curriculum and collection development initiatives. CLCD Enterprise includes over three million titles with
more than 650,000 reviews from over 50 reputable, and professional review sources. In addition, users will have access to hundreds of award-winning contents from national and international
sources as well as thousands of states, regional and national book
lists. There are options for accelerated readers, Lexile scores which
measures reading ability and links to authors and illustrators’ biographies. CLCD Enterprise is often considered the largest children’s and young adult literature database of its kind.

Pricing Options
The vendor may be contacted directly for pricing information for
subscriptions. Pricing is dependent on FTE. CLCD representatives are very helpful, and it is worth contacting the vendor representatives to explore options.
For those libraries that utilize third party services such as WALDO (now a part of LYRASIS), it is recommended to contact the
third-party representative to explore options as well. For example,
WALDO customers during the start of the pandemic were eligible for complimentary access to CLCD StemXplore. Depending
on the individual library’s set-up, the third-party option may be
a valuable route.

User Interface/Navigation/Searching
CLCD Enterprise allows for general search, advanced search,
award search, and power search for grade pre-K through 12 materials (see Figure 1). Items can be searched for by the typical facets:
key words, title, author, ISBN, subject, or Dewey decimal number.
However, CLCD allows for more catered searches with additional
facets such as annotations, awards, best books, reading lists, review, and review by.

FIGURE 1
Interface

CLCD Enterprise User
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FIGURE 2 Search Results for Science
Fiction items

One of the amazing features of this product is that it caters for
multiple levels of filters. Users may elect to choose one of the
searches—general, advanced, award, or power—but they are
not limited to those. In addition, on the main interface page, users may simply search by key words then elect to utilize the wide
range of filters on the right or filter before a search. The massive
range of filters are categorized by reader and genre, author and
publisher, and reading metrics. The reader and genre section include filters for age, grade, category (i.e., fiction or non-fiction),
special collections such as the Pennsylvania State University Children’s Special Collection, genre, and awards and honors. The author and publisher section provides choices for languages other
than English (including Kannada, Icelandic, and Māori), author
or illustrator, series, publication date, publisher, country of publication, and Lexile measure. Finally, the reading metrics offers
facets based on scholastic interest level, scholastic reading level,
scholastic point range, Atos text complexity, and accelerated readers points all of which can provide educators a robust tool to cater
their collections to resources for niche user groups.
For example: a search for science fiction utilizing each facet with a
focus on books in any language will retrieve the results displayed
in Figure 2.
The tool is intuitive and easy to use. Each item can be added
to a reading list and includes a basic summary along with three
tabs that highlight reviews, awards, and reading measurement
programs. Permalinks are also available allowing for items to be
shared in multiple formats.
Administrators have the option to set up user approvals for other
users. There is the option to link to the Online Public Access Catalog (OPAC) and to create local collections. For local collections,
administrators determine what to display such as by reviews,
awards, subjects, best books, or publication details.
CLCD Enterprise utilizes standard accessibility tools such as
WAVE, and AXE and the publisher notes that products are within the United States Accessibility Guidelines of Section 508 of
the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 and the international WCAG 2.0
guidelines of the World Wide Web Consortium Web Accessibility
Initiative of 2008. There is also a general contact e-mail, <accessibility@clcd.com> provided for users to reach out should they
have any accessibility concerns when using the database.

Critical Evaluation
CLCD Enterprise is an important resource for anyone involved in
the procurement of reading materials for grade pre-K through 12
students. It is especially valuable for those responsible for collection and curriculum development and readers advisory lists. The
multiple search features respond smoothly to the basic search and
the varying levels of advanced searches. Each item can be added
to a list and provides information on reviews, awards, and reading
measurement programs which are all helpful tools to aid in the
selection of materials. Users may utilize an immense list of facets
to aid in the selection of the right materials for general to niche
student or reader groups.
The database includes an FAQ page, product help, and contact
information to solicit additional support or report a technical issue. Though, the database does allow for seamless discovery of
content, it may take some time to get acquainted with the many
features. The many facets may cause confusion and the site can be
improved with more tutorial videos of key searches and features.
CLCD Enterprise platform can be prone to glitches through IP
authentication where general content that’s supposed to be available such as the about page and support videos are not. However,
the support team is responsive and will work to resolve these issues in a timely manner. But some of these glitches should be resolved to improve the general functionality of the database.

Competitive Products
NoveList Plus by EBSCO is a similar database that caters to library staff who specialize in collection development and reader
advisory lists. Unlike CLCD Enterprise, this database is not entirely geared at pre-K through 12 readers. It does provide recommendations for adult readers as well. Like CLCD Enterprise,
NoveList Plus allows for selection between fiction and non-fiction
across many genres for all age groups. Users can create lists and
are provided with recommendations. The site is easy to use and
as it is powered by EBSCO allows for swift navigation. However,
unlike CLCD Enterprise, it does not offer as thorough and indepth analyses of content. Users who focus on collection and curriculum development especially those in education will find both
databases useful, but CLCD Enterprise is unique and one of its
kind in offering resources to educators for grade pre-K through
12 readers.
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CLCD Enterprise Review Scores Composite:  1/8
The maximum number of stars in each category is 5.

Content:

 1/2

Content includes reviews, and other analyses for recommendations to grade pre-K through 12 readers.

User Interface/Searchability:



Easy to navigate and search for content. Could have more tutorials and guides for using the many facets and sometimes glitches occur.

Pricing:



Pricing based on FTE and is competitive.

Purchase/Contract Options:



Standard contracts available. Trials asnd complimentary access to products can be arranged through the vendor.

Purchase & Contract Provisions
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